BTOURING CRUISER

Close-to-Home or Cross-Country

Go Anywhere... Any Time

Your Quality Time Comes From Our Quality Planning
In 2003, Gulf Stream Coach invested in a comprehensive market study seeking for a vehicle that meets the needs of the RVer of the 21st century.

The result of that study has forever changed the RV industry. From that product development team came the BT Cruiser.

The BT Cruiser has won many awards and has received some of the highest customer satisfaction ratings available since 2003. The BT Cruiser has outperformed all its competitors in aerodynamic design, value and functionality. RVers are looking for the motorhome that can maneuver to all the great spots while still giving you many of the amenities of a full size coach.

Luxury CAN fit into small packages. Glance front to back, back to front, and see the latest style every foot of the way in the lower-profile, aerodynamic all-new BT Cruiser. A contemporary color palette, soft curves, and solid maple hardwood effuse ‘residential’ throughout the living quarters.
Another innovative concept developed by Gulf Stream’s engineers is something called “FlexSpace.” This concept doubles the space.

Our exclusive atrium floor plan allows you to fully enjoy the vast outdoors realizing that your RV is leaving that smaller footprint so important to nature’s preservation. Easy to maneuver and park, it’s just as easy to dine and rest with the Comfort Plus dinette that converts to a spacious sleeping area.

You get the best of both worlds – sunrise breakfasts, sunset dinners, sleeping under the stars – but all within the comforts of your BT Cruiser’s interior sun room.
A queen size bed and an abundance of storage in the private rear bedroom serve their purpose to a ‘T’ – BT that is!

**FlexSpace**

The J-knife sofa bed and space-saving entertainment center plus privacy curtain raise the bar for family fun.
Ability to Move

Bathroom features include a bi-fold shower door and surround or glass shower door both with a skydome and wide counter space.
Take Time to Compare

See the exceptional value of a Gulf Stream Coach

1. Laminated seamless fiberglass roof
2. Luan decking for additional strength
3. Molded high density EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) roof brick insulation - provides consistent insulation value as well as superior dimensional rigidity
4. One-piece formed aluminum air conditioning duct, surrounded by EPS insulation
5. Bubble-wrapped foil superior insulation helps prevent condensation
6. Rugged welded tubular aluminum roof framing
7. Rugged heavy-gauge tubular aluminum, fixture welded to form the sidewall framing
8. High-density EPS insulation provides superior lamination and bonding characteristics and insures greater energy efficiency
9. Interior wall panels securely laminated to sidewall frame
10. “Super Slick” fiberglass exterior vacuum-bond laminated to sidewall framing for lasting beauty and durability
11. High-quality stain-resistant carpeting in designer coordinated colors
12. Extra-thick padding under carpet provides extra comfort and increases carpet durability
13. Seamless structure wood floor decking laminated to steel floor structure assures a quiet, long-lasting rigid floor
14. Heavy-gauge tubular steel framing, fixture welded for extra strength and stability
15. Heavy-gauge steel I-beam floor truss system - the strongest foundation in the industry
16. Seamless layer of galvanized steel securely attached to the steel floor framing
17. Galvanized steel used to form each storage & holding compartment
18. Durable all-weather carpeting completes each accessible storage compartment, providing extra protection for luggage and valuables
19. Rust-prohibitive paint coating applied to all steel framing assures corrosion and rust protection
20. The industry’s strongest, most spacious exterior storage compartments

The Cradle of Strength

Super Strength Truss System is unmatched in the RV industry. The structural subfloor foundation begins by welding a network of integrated steel trusses to the chassis rail. Specifically designed to distribute and transfer the tremendous forces from the coach to the chassis rail, these trusses are individually tested to withstand 6,000 pounds each.

An all steel overhead structure installed above the cockpit brings strength and rigidity to the upper portion of the coach providing a safe/strong platform to install a TV that will not break free in an impact while maximizing overhead storage.
Thank you for taking the time to review the go anywhere...any time BT Cruiser.

For more than twenty-six years Gulf Stream has helped families enjoy the RV lifestyle while keeping everyone safe. Beginning with our cradle of strength construction and continuing with our national service network, including 24 hour roadside assistance, Gulf Stream is by your side.

You will enjoy the great many amenities in the BT Cruiser - it's the evolution of the American RV industry.

Take a moment and review the great floor plans available in the BT Cruiser!

Gulf Stream Coach is a privately owned company with over 26 years of RV manufacturing experience.

RV dealers and consumers look to Gulf Stream for high-value products offering quality construction, innovative features, contemporary design, unmatched service, and continual support.

Gulf Stream offers the largest product line in the industry. From entry level travel trailers to luxury motorhomes - all use the most advanced manufacturing techniques.

Your Quality Time Comes From Our Quality Planning

Learn More About Our Wide Range of Products at www.GulfStreamRV.com

The Benefits of Gulf Stream

At Gulf Stream we know there is nothing basic about your RV, so why settle for basic roadside assistance? Therefore, we offer you:

One Year of FREE Coach-Net Roadside Assistance

Because the complexity of keeping your RV on the road and working properly is an ever-growing challenge. Gulf Stream is building RVs that have many of the latest amenities that we enjoy at home and we understand that for you to keep up with the latest technical advances being made every year at Gulf Stream can be difficult.

The Gulf Streamers RV Club is a valuable benefit to all Gulf Stream owners. Members enjoy staying active and participating in the various rallies and caravans offered throughout the United States and Canada. The Main Stream is the club magazine with up-to-date product information, service tips and company highlights. Members benefit from the Emergency Road Service and Gulf Streamers Insurance options. Both are available at competitive rates with friendly, reliable service. In addition, members save 10% at campgrounds throughout the U.S. and Canada plus receive discounts at national theme parks and special attractions. Members are provided with RV and travel guides, directories and magazines.

Gulf Streamers spend quality time touring attractions, enjoy fabulous meals, take in area highlights and shows - all to make the most out of their RV experience. Go to www.GulfStreamRV.com and click RV Club for more information.

For more information and available options, contact your local Gulf Stream Dealer, www.GulfStreamRV.com, or Gulf Stream Coach, Inc. Gulf Stream: Reserves the right to make changes in prices, colors, materials, components, and specifications and to discontinue models at any time without notice or obligation. Assumes no responsibility for any error in type or print reproduction of specifications or floor plans in this brochure. Photos may show equipment or items that are optional and are not included in the price of the coach. Test drive and review a current model at your nearest dealer. ©2010 Gulf Stream Coach, Inc. Nappanee, Indiana U.S.A.